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THE GOOD NEWS REVIEW 

A Note From Our Founder… 
I use a quote by Zig Ziglar to remind myself that goals take time to 
achieve and never come with an instant fix or even a short cut. 
 “There is no elevator to SUCCESS, you have to take the stairs.”  
This applies to everything from losing weight to saving money to paying 
off credit cards to reaching a 760 Credit Score. 
Currently I am on a quest to return to a healthy weight and lower my 
cholesterol. Sometimes I exercise, eat Junior Mints and French fries and 
expect fabulous results. Other times I eat vegetables and lean portions of 
fish and am disappointed when the scale doesn’t show overnight results. 
That’s when I go back to the above quote to remember there isn’t a 
fast track to reach my goals. I recommit to one day, then again the 
next day, practicing the habits that will in time, take me to my goals. 
I previously applied this same principle when working on my Credit years 
ago. Deletion by deletion, paying balances, and rebuilding my credit all 
required time and effort. It seemed a slow process, but when I reached 
my goals, it was worth every step it took.  
 

With New Year’s Resolutions on our minds, I challenge each of us to 
develop the necessary habits our goals will require and then take the 
journey step by step. Remember, the win always goes to the tortoise.   
 

Happy New Year! 
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Connie Larson

HOLIDAY

HANGOVER 

Did you know… 

Millennials (46%), parents with 
children under 18 (46%) and 
those who are already in credit 
card debt (48%) were the 
most willing to take on debt 
this previous holiday season?  

Did you know… 

The average credit card 
interest rate is 16.05%? 

Did you know… 

The lowest APR that rewards 
card applicants could get in 
the first week of December 
2019 was 17.04%. Today, the 
average rewards card APR 
starts at 15.76% – a 1.28-
point difference? 

Did you know… 

Blue Monday refers to the 
third Monday in January when 
people appear to be the most 
depressed due to unpaid 
credit card bills and feelings of 
guilt about not sticking to New 
Years resolutions? 
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 The POWER of HABIT 

Habit Suggestions for 2021 
1. Make your bed. The accomplishment of this one simple task encourages you 

to complete one task and then another starting the path for completing priority 
tasks. (Admiral William H. McRaven watch video here )


2. Create a vision first before choosing goals. What does the best year of your 

life look like? Now look back at it - write that as if it has already happened. You 
now have the blueprint for choosing goals and the actions to take.


3. Do something that makes you feel uncomfortable. The things that are the 

most difficult create the most growth. 


4. No regrets. Take action on the first idea, the first prompting that enters your 

mind. 


5. Care for your health - body and mind. You only get one body, one mind in 

your lifetime. (Exercise, meditate, journal, eat one ingredient foods, sleep) 


6. Control your phone. Enough said. 


7. Gratitude is the ultimate state of receiving. 


8. Behaviors - What will you install/embrace to reprogram your brain, your life?
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“The secret of my success is what I do DAILY.” John Maxwell

Dopamine is released as a milestone is achieved. With small 

daily achievements dopamine creates a memory so you want 

to continue repeating the task, thus creating a habit. 

I am what I repeatedly do - excellence then is not an act, but a HABIT.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TBuIGBCF9jc&ab_channel=MotivationHub
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Why should I 
track my 

progress? 

1.The Mere-
Measurement 
Effect. By merely 

measuring your activity, 
you should see an 
improvement. 

2. Establishes a 
Baseline. Tracking 

helps your figure out 
where you’re currently 
at to set realistic goals. 

3. Reminds you 
of  your 
Progress. Tracking 

helps you figure out 
where you’re currently 
at and set realistic 
goals. 

4. Focused 
attention. You will 

spend less time thinking 
about it and more time 
just doing it. 

HABIT  TRACKER
JANUARY

*Request your personalized January 2021 Tracker at info@LivingBetter101.com*

mailto:info@LivingBetter101.com
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Jake came to Living Better 101 after recovering 
from brain cancer (that alone is worth 
celebrating). Following dealing with medical bills 

and all the curve balls that life threw his way, I am so 
honored to celebrate his tenacious journey. He has 
90% clean credit with only 1 remaining negative item. 
Jake has not only rebuilt his credit, yet also has 
bought a house and a car for his darling little family. Jake has our utmost respect as he has 
never given up, and he continues to bless the lives of all he comes into contact with.  
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It’s What We Do! 
Good news for our Living 

Better 101 Students. 
Helping our students achieve their 

GOALS AND DREAMS. 

Call: 844-844-3911  

Email: info@LivingBetter101.com  

Happy New Year

If  you know of  someone who could use our HELP,  
let us know or send them our way.

51 Total Deletions & 507 Point Increase!

mailto:support@LivingBetter101.com
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